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Who’s Missing? 

President Penny Jarman is ready and anxious for the 2020 MSHCSP 

conference set for  May 20-22nd , 2020. This location is known for set-

ting record attendance breakers. Everyone from the east, west, south, 

and north like to gather in this little Bavarian town. Known famously for 

their chicken, German culture, and friendly atmosphere, Frankenmuth 

is the place to be for the 2020 Annual conference. Each year the Board 

of Directors secure speakers and topics to benefit member’s 

knowledge and necessary continuing education credits.  

The Board is also anxious to give away education sponsorships and 

awards. Don’t be shy! Go on their website and apply for one! 

mshcsp.net is the place to get started right away!  

Don’t be missing from next year’s group photo! We will be looking for 

YOU! 



Kevin Anderson is 

the manager of  

Sterile Processing 

at the Henry Ford, 

Wyandotte 

Hospital. He 

shares the 

lessons he 

learned as he 

transitioned from 

the surgery 

department. He is 

true advocate for 

improvement in 

the SPD Industry 

and believes it 

starts with your- 

self! Enjoy the 

article he shared 

with us. 

Celebrate CS week 
and be proud of 

your daily work for 
patient safety. 

    
Kevin Anderson - BSN, RN, CSSM, CRCST, CHL, CER 
Professional Germaphobe | Sterile Processing Manager | 
Consultant | Educator 
 

 

 

Transitioning From OR Nurse to Sterile Processing Manager 

Published on September 5, 2019 on LinkedIn 

 

Hospitals are trending toward hiring OR nurses to be Sterile Processing Department 

(SPD) managers. My experience as an OR nurse and manager led me down an unusual 

path to SPD manager. This article shares the lessons I've learned that have helped me 

to succeed in taking over the management role in a department that I initially knew very 

little about. 

Check Your Ego at the Door 

If a nurse is going to be trusted with managing a critical department like SPD, chances 

are they were identified as one of the best clinical nurses in the OR. Often times, there 

can be negative chatter in the OR about the SPD, and we all know negativity has the 

potential to infect people like bioburden on a colonoscope. Here's my advice: fight any 

urge to think you will just swoop in and "fix" the SPD. When I first started as an SPD 

manager, I tried very hard to make sure that I remembered that my expertise as an OR 

nurse did not make me an expert in the field of sterile processing. Blaming and shaming 

is an old management style that we now know doesn't work, and arrogance has no 

place in the workplace. While keeping in mind how quality (or lack-thereof) in the SPD 

has dramatic effects on the care of surgical patients, lead with humility. 

Celebrate International Central Service Week 
Oct. 13-19, 2019 
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Coming soon is our week to celebrate all Central Service de-

partments across the world. Central Service professionals are 

dedicated daily to promote patient safety in a variety of ways. 

They are often hidden in hospital basements, and unrecog-

nized for the many services they perform. That is why it is im-

portant to celebrate and post the accomplishments! Poster 

boards describing how many trays are assembled, how many 

departments are served, how many products are stored, how 

many case carts are pulled, etc. are all remarkable things that 

are done.  

Don’t just settle for a fancy cake this year!!! Toot your horns 

and be proud of all you do! 



Transitioning From OR Nurse to Sterile Processing Manager …...continued 

Get Busy Learning 

When I was transitioning from OR nurse to SPD manager, education and training were essential to my growth as a leader. 

Within the first few weeks as SPD manager, my director had the wisdom to arrange for me to be trained just like a new ster-

ile processing technician. I highly recommend this model for beginning SPD managers, especially if it is possible to train at 

another location within your health system. The benefit to this was twofold: first, to get an understanding of the job on the 

front lines, and second, to learn in a way that doesn't make you look like a complete newbie to your soon-to-be employees. 

Obviously, I didn't become an expert with two weeks of training, but I got a great orientation and better understanding of 

what it was like to do the work that is asked of technicians. 

While the two weeks of on-the-job training was a great start, it was just the beginning. I also enrolled in an online Central 

Service and Sterile Processing course to gain certification in my new field. After certification, I became a member of 

IAHCSMM and went to their annual conferences and expos where I learned best practices and new innovations in sterile 

processing. It was also recommended that I learn AAMI standards, specifically ST79, the standard for steam sterilization. 

For the first year, I was very busy learning as much as possible in as many ways as possible. 

An unexpected learning resource for me were vendors. Instead of brushing vendors off or simply avoiding them, I was pur-

poseful about trying to keep an open door to them. I quickly found out that I had a lot to learn from their expertise. Yes, most 

of them were trying to sell me a product or service. However, many times I was learning from them how these products and 

services were used to meet AAMI standards, how they complied with the instructions for use (IFU), and how to improve pa-

tient safety. 

Glean from every resource you can and keep learning. As you continue with your education, encourage your team to do the 

same! Your SPD will be transformed when education is the cornerstone of your operation. 

Do More Than Put Out Fires 

While leadership style and education are important, you must also begin addressing process and quality issues. If you and 

your team are putting out fires all day, you won't ever have the time to work on the details of the job that add value and drive 

patient safety. I had a boss who once said, "If you are putting out fires all day, at the end of the day your house is still 

burned down." I found it funny at the time, but it is a true statement. Getting quality control in place is top priority. 

Getting quality under control deserves its own article, but it is important to get started on this critically important task. Track-

ing and reporting key performance indicators (KPIs) will help you tailor educational needs to your department. Setting up 

regular communication with your team including a game plan for each day's unique needs based on the type of cases being 

done is another integral piece to the puzzle. It is best if you can identify a lead tech or supervisor for this and other responsi-

bilities as you want to ensure proper planning happens even if you cannot be present due to meetings, etc. 

Where there are issues, set up processes. If they don't work, get back to the drawing board. Network with other SPD lead-

ers and see what works for them. Learn about instrument tracking and start using metrics for the betterment of your Surgical 

Services department. Proactive thinking will drive your department to success. 

Take the Leap 

For nurses, managing the SPD can be quite a career pivot. There is a serious learning curve, especially for those nurses 

without prior management experience. If you are willing to take the leap and take on this challenge, you will have a chance 

to impact the safety of every patient undergoing surgery. As an OR nurse, you affect one patient at a time. As an SPD man-

ager, your team affects every patient having a procedure done at your facility. This is a huge responsibility, but it is a very 

rewarding endeavor. Any OR nurse that is able to take on this role should give it serious consideration, and not for the pur-

pose of being a "boss," but to make a meaningful impact on patients' lives and to lead a successful, educated, quality-driven 

team 
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“A complete line of health and safety 
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Spectrum Health Blodgett 
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Southwest Surgery Center 
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40 years ago, October 15, 1979, I was hired into Sparrow Hospital’s Central Service  
Department. After a brief tour of the department, I was instructed to go out and pur-
chase several “Yellow” uniform tops, white shoes, and white pants. Yellow was the 
color for our department  Manager, Mrs. Ada Weaver explained, and how important 
that each hospital department must comply. She also instructed me to purchase 
some white shoe polish.  No scuffs allowed!   

It took weeks to train me all the things to do even then. Folding linen, ETO steriliza-
tion, washing gloves….. My eventual goal was to advance to being an instrument 
technician. Those staff members were able to work in the middle of surgery and 
wear “Scrubs”….   

I do not consider myself “ancient” by all means. I do not even think we celebrated 
CS week back then. My point is to say that “things do change” and they 
change rapidly. I was fortunate that my interest in sterilization did not stop at the 
time clock each night! I wanted to learn all that I could and even asked for the 
“Perkins book” to take home and study! Most of you may not know what that is so 
GOOGLE it !!! 

Please have wonderful Central Service week!!! I appreciate being your newsletter 
Editor!  Penny Sabrosky 

Have a wonderful Central Service 

Week ! 


